CLAUDIO RODITI

Select Discography

as a leader:

FOR A LONG TIME — HGBS Musikproduktion UG (20040) (CD/DVD set), 2014*
BONS AMIGOS — Resonance Records (HCD 2010), 2011* +
SIMPATICO — Resonance Records (HCD 2008), 2010*
DEDICATION — Nagel Heyer Records (CD2095), 2010
BRAZILLIANCE x 4 — Resonance Records (HCD 2002), 2009* ++
IMPRESSIONS — Sunnyside Records (SSC 1190), 2008*; Groovin’ High (9657-0), 2006*
BEYOND QUESTION — Nagel Heyer Records (CD 2086), 2008*
SMILE — Nagel Heyer Records (CD 2072), 2006*
REFLECTIONS — Nagel Heyer Records (CD 2065), 2005
LIGHT IN THE DARK — Nagel Heyer Records (CD 2047), 2004*
THREE FOR ONE — Nagel Heyer Records (CD 2028), 2003*
DOUBLE STANDARDS — Reservoir (RSR CD 148), 1997*
CLAUDIO, RIO & FRIENDS — Groovin’ High (RTE-CD-1013), 1996*
CLAUDIO RODITI – METROPOLE ORCHESTRA — Mons Records (MR 874-767), 1996*
SAMBA – MANHATTAN STYLE — Reservoir (RSR CD 139), 1995*
FREE WHEELIN’ – THE MUSIC OF LEE MORGAN — Reservoir (RSR CD 136), 1995
JAZZ TURNS SAMBA — Groovin’ High (RTE-CD-10122), 1994*
DAY WAVES — Terra Musica (Brazil) (Ter 50 001-2), 1993*
MILESTONES — Candid (CCD 79515), 1992
TWO OF SWORDS — Candid (CCD 79504), 1991*
SLOW FIRE — Milestone (M9175), 1989*
GEMINI MAN — Milestone (M 9158), 1988*
CLAUDIO! — Uptown (UP 27.27), 1985
RED ON RED — Greene Street (GS 2001), 1984*

with Paquito D’Rivera:

BRAZILIAN DREAMS — mcg jazz (MCGJ 1010), 2002
A TASTE OF PAQUITO D’RIVERA — Columbia/Legacy (CK 57717), 1994
A NIGHT IN ENGLEWOOD — Messidor (15829-2), 1994*
LA HABANA – RIO CONNEXION — Messidor (15820-2), 1992
RETURN TO IPANEMA — Town Crier (TC 516), 1989*
CELEBRATION — Columbia (FC 44077), 1988*
MANHATTAN BURN — Columbia (FC 40583), 1987
EXPLOSION — Columbia (FC 40156), 1986*
WHY NOT! — Columbia (FC 39584), 1984
LIVE AT KEYSTONE KORNER — Columbia (FC 38899), 1983*

with Dizzy Gillespie:

TO DIZ WITH LOVE — Telare (CD-83307), 1992
LIVE AT THE ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL — Enja (6044-2), 1990

*     Includes original music by Claudio Roditi.
+ Claudio was voted “2011 Best Latin Jazz Trumpet Player” by The Latin Jazz Corner for this CD.
++ Claudio received a Grammy nomination in the “Best Latin Jazz” category for this CD.
CLAUDIO RODITI

Select Discography (Continued)

with The Dizzy Gillespie All-Star Big Band:
   DIZZY’S BUSINESS — mcg jazz (MCGJ1023), 2006
   THINGS TO COME — Telarc/mcg jazz (MCGJ1009), 2002

with Charlie Rouse:
   SOUL MATES — Uptown (UPCD 27.34), 1993
   CINNAMON FLOWER — Casablanca (NBLP 7044), 1976

with Nancy Wilson:
   A NANCY WILSON CHRISTMAS — Telarc/mcg jazz (MCGJ1008), 2001

with McCoy Tyner:
   McCOY TYNER AND THE LATIN ALL-STARS — Telarc (CD-83462), 1999
   AUTUMN MOOD — LaserLight (17 121), 1997*
   DOUBLE EXPOSURE — LRC Ltd. (CDC 9040), 1991*
   BLUE BOSSA — LRC Ltd. (CDC 9033), 1991*

with Herbie Mann:
   AMERICA/BRASIL — Lightyear (54233-2), 1997
   CELEBRATION — Lightyear (54185-2), 1997
   HERBIE MANN AND JASIL BRAZZ — Herbie Mann Music (RBI 401), 1987
   MELLOW — Atlantic (CS 16046), 1981
   SUNBELT — Atlantic (CS 19204), 1978

with Horace Silver:
   THE HARBOP GRANDPOP — GRP/Impulse! (IMPD-192), 1996

with Kenny Barron:
   KENNY BARRON & THE BRAZILIAN KNIGHTS — Sunnyside Communications, Inc. (under license by Groovin’ High) (SSC 3093), 2013

with Raúl Gutiérrez and His Cuban Big Band with Guests:
   THE MUSIC OF DIZZY GILLESPIE IN LATIN — Groovin’ High (9660-0), 2015

with Trio Da Paz:
   BLACK ORPHEUS — Kokopelli Records (KOKO 1299), 1994
   BRASIL FROM THE INSIDE — Concord Picante (CCD-4524), 1992

with Ettore Stratta and The Royal Philharmonic:
   SYMPHONIC BOSSA NOVA — Teldec Classics (4509-90877-2), 1994 ++

with Slide Hampton and The JazzMasters:
   DEDICATED TO DIZ — Telarc (CD-83323), 1993

with Tito Puente and the Golden Latin Jazz All-Stars:
   “LIVE” AT THE VILLAGE GATE — Tropijazz (CDZ 80879), 1992

* Includes original music by Claudio Roditi.
++ Claudio received a Grammy nomination in the “Best Solo Performance” category for this CD.